On God’s Number and
the Rubik’s Slide
THE MATHEMATICS OF A GAME

BY JIM JOHNSTON

The Rubik’s Slide
3 × 3 electronic board – 9 blocks
3 pairs of pre-defined transformations/moves
Game starts with an initial configuration and
shows you an end configuration.
Objective is to utilize the transformations to
navigate from initial config to end config.
In competitive play the player who achieves
the outcome in the least amount of moves, wins.
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The Rubik’s Slide
Michael Jones, an advisor to my research, B.C.
Shelton and M.E. Weaverdyck originally published
an analysis of this game, On God's Number for
Rubik's Slide.

In addition, Alm, Gramelspacher, and Rice
published an analysis in the American
Mathematical Monthly, Rubik's on a Torus.
My research will involve a theoretical 4 × 4
version of the game, which has not yet been
produced by the Rubik’s Company.
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Toy Version
Before a full analysis of the 4 × 4 version of the
game we want to become acquainted with the
rules and mathematical tools available to study
this game.
Create a “Toy” version of dimension 2 × 2.

Convenient for explaining rules.
Useful for developing and practicing relevant
tools in an easier environment.
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The Rules
1.

You are given an initial configuration – a
set of boxes that are colored one or more
colors.

2.

You are given a final configuration – a set
of boxes with the same amount of colored
boxes but in a different position.

3.

There are 6 transformations you are
allowed to make.

4.

An ordered sequence (most likely not
unique) of these transformations should be
implemented to achieve the final
configuration.
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Initial Configuration

Final Configuration
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3 Pairs of Transformations
 Right shift / Left shift
 Up shift / Down shift

Initial Configuration

 90° Clockwise shift / Counterclockwise shift
Notation: We will refer to these transformation as
𝑅, 𝑅−1 , 𝑈, 𝑈 −1 , 𝐶, 𝐶 −1
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Final Configuration
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Transformation – Right/Left
Right shift

Left shift
Initial Configuration
Observe that both transformations are the same in the 2 × 2 toy version.
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Transformation – Up/Down
Up shift

Down shift
Initial Configuration
Observe that both transformations are the same in the 2 × 2 toy version.
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Transformation – Clockwise/CC
𝟗𝟎° Clockwise shift

𝟗𝟎° Counterclockwise shift
Initial Configuration
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Example Game Play 1

Initial
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Final
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Example Game Play 1

C

Initial
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Final
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Example Game Play 1

C

Initial
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C

Final
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Example Game Play 2

Initial
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Final
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Example Game Play 2

R

Initial
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Final
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Example Game Play 2

R

Initial
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U

Final
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Permutation Notation
Instead of using colors, for ease of reference, let us label each location on our board a number
and define our initial configuration as the first row 1,2 and the second row 3,4, respectively.

1
𝑅=
2

2
1

3 4
4 3

R

Using permutation notation we can represent each transformation using our initial
configuration as a reference point.
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Permutation Notation
Instead of using colors, for ease of reference, let us label each location on our board a number
and define our initial configuration as the first row 1,2 and the second row 3,4, respectively.

1 2
𝑈=
3 4

3
1

4
2

U

Using permutation notation we can represent each transformation using our initial
configuration as a reference point.
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Permutation Notation
Instead of using colors, for ease of reference, let us label each location on our board a number
and define our initial configuration as the first row 1,2 and the second row 3,4, respectively.

1
𝐶=
2

2
4

3 4
1 3

C

Using permutation notation we can represent each transformation using our initial
configuration as a reference point.
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Permutation Composition
1
𝐶𝑅 =
2

2
4

3
1

C

4
3

1
2

2
1

3
4

4
1
=
3
1

2
3

3
2

4
4

R

Note: Permutation composition usually occurs right to left but for the benefit of game
notation the operation will go left to right.
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Permutation Composition
1 2
𝐶 𝐶𝑅 =
2 4

C

11/5/2015

3
1

4
3

1 2
1 3

1 2
3 4
=
3 4
2 4

C

3 4
1 2

R
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Naming Configurations
For convenience it is important to develop a naming system for all of the possible
configurations. The first step in this process is to make an important connection between
the relationship of two specific elements.

Recall that

1 2
𝑈=
3 4

3
1

U

4
2

and

𝐶 2𝑅 =
11/5/2015

1
3

2
4

3
1

4
2

∴ 𝑈 = 𝐶2𝑅
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Naming Configurations
This is useful information because it tells us that the transformation 𝑈 is really just
a composition of transformations involving 𝐶 and 𝑅. We can write all configurations
in terms of 𝐶 and 𝑅 without using 𝑈. This is not to discount the value of 𝑈 in our
game, which we will see throughout, but as a means to develop a simple naming
system for our configurations.
We see through inspection that the following 8 configurations are the only possible
configurations given our initial transformation rules.

{𝐼, 𝑅, 𝐶, 𝐶𝑅, 𝐶 2 , 𝐶 2 𝑅, 𝐶 3 , 𝐶 3 𝑅}
Note: These configurations can be written in many ways and could even utilize the U
transformation but it is beneficial to pick one convention and use it throughout the analysis.
11/5/2015
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2

2

3

3

{𝐼, 𝑅, 𝐶, 𝐶𝑅, 𝐶 , 𝐶 𝑅, 𝐶 , 𝐶 𝑅}
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The Rubik Slide is an Algebraic Group
An algebraic group is a set of elements paired with a binary operation that have the following
properties for all elements in the group.
1.

The set of elements must contain an identity element.

2.

The operation on the elements must be associative.

3.

Every element in the set must have an inverse in the set.

4.

The set must be closed, which means that the result of pairing any two elements within the
set with the defined operation results in an element that exists within the same set.
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The Rubik Slide is an Algebraic Group
An algebraic group is a set of elements paired with a binary operation that have the following
properties for all elements in the group.
1.

The set of elements must contain an identity element.

2.

The operation on the elements must be associative.

3.

Every element in the set must have an inverse in the set.

4.

The set must be closed, which means that the result of pairing any two elements within the
set with the defined operation results in an element that exists within the same set.

Note: You have studied groups your entire life, think about the set of Integers (ℤ) paired with the
operation addition (+).
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The Rubik Slide is an Algebraic Group
An algebraic group is a set of elements paired with a binary operation that have the following
properties for all elements in the group.
1.

The set of elements must contain an identity element. 0 is the identity

2.

The operation on the elements must be associative.

3.

Every element in the set must have an inverse in the set.

4.

The set must be closed, which means that the result of pairing any two elements within the
set with the defined operation results in an element that exists within the same set.

Note: You have studied groups your entire life, think about the set of Integers (ℤ) paired with the
operation addition (+).
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The Rubik Slide is an Algebraic Group
An algebraic group is a set of elements paired with a binary operation that have the following
properties for all elements in the group.
1.

The set of elements must contain an identity element. 0 is the identity

2.

The operation on the elements must be associative. Associative Property of Addition

3.

Every element in the set must have an inverse in the set.

4.

The set must be closed, which means that the result of pairing any two elements within the
set with the defined operation results in an element that exists within the same set.

Note: You have studied groups your entire life, think about the set of Integers (ℤ) paired with the
operation addition (+).
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The Rubik Slide is an Algebraic Group
An algebraic group is a set of elements paired with a binary operation that have the following
properties for all elements in the group.
1.

The set of elements must contain an identity element. 0 is the identity

2.

The operation on the elements must be associative. Associative Property of Addition

3.

Every element in the set must have an inverse in the set. Negative & positive integers are
inverses of each other.

4.

The set must be closed, which means that the result of pairing any two elements within the
set with the defined operation results in an element that exists within the same set.

Note: You have studied groups your entire life, think about the set of Integers (ℤ) paired with the
operation addition (+).
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The Rubik Slide is an Algebraic Group
An algebraic group is a set of elements paired with a binary operation that have the following
properties for all elements in the group.
1.

The set of elements must contain an identity element. 0 is the identity

2.

The operation on the elements must be associative. Associative Property of Addition

3.

Every element in the set must have an inverse in the set. Negative & positive integers are
inverses of each other.

4.

The set must be closed, which means that the result of pairing any two elements within the
set with the defined operation results in an element that exists within the same set. Add any
two integers and the result is always another integer.

Note: You have studied groups your entire life, think about the set of Integers (ℤ) paired with the
operation addition (+).
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The Rubik Slide is an Algebraic Group
An algebraic group is a set of elements paired with a binary operation that have the following
properties for all elements in the group.
1.

The set of elements must contain an identity element, which is our initial configuration.
𝐼=

1 2
1 2

3
3

4
4

Example
𝐼∙𝑈 =
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1 2
1 2

3 4
3 4

1
3

2
4

1
3 4
=𝑈=
1 2
3

2
4

3 4
1 2

1 2
1 2

3
3

4
= 𝑈∙𝐼
4
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The Rubik Slide is an Algebraic Group
An algebraic group is a set of elements paired with a binary operation that have the following
properties for all elements in the group.
2.

The operation on the elements must be associative.
Example:

3
1

4
3

1
𝐶𝐶 𝑅 = 𝐶 𝑅 =
4

2
3

1 2
𝐶 𝐶𝑅 =
2 4
2

1
1
3
2

2
3
4
1

1 2
3 4
=
3 4
2 4
1
2

2
1

3
4

3 4
1 2

4
1
=
3
3

2
4

3
1

4
2

∴ 𝐶 𝐶𝑅 = 𝐶𝐶 𝑅
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The Rubik Slide is an Algebraic Group
An algebraic group is a set of elements paired with a binary operation that have the following
properties for all elements in the group.
3.

Every element in the set must have an inverse in the set.
The inverse of 𝑅 is 𝑅.

1 2
𝑅∙𝑅 =
2 1
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3 4
4 3

1 2
2 1

3 4
1 2
=
4 3
1 2

3 4
=𝐼
3 4
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The Rubik Slide is an Algebraic Group
An algebraic group is a set of elements paired with a binary operation that have the following
properties for all elements in the group.
3.

Every element in the set must have an inverse in the set.
The inverse of 𝐶 is 𝐶 3 .

𝐶∙
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𝐶3

1 2
=
2 4

3 4
1 3

1 2
3 1

3 4
1 2
=
4 2
1 2

3 4
=𝐼
3 4
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The Rubik Slide is an Algebraic Group
An algebraic group is a set of elements paired with a binary operation that have the following
properties for all elements in the group.
3.

Every element in the set must have an inverse in the set.
The inverse of C𝑅 is C𝑅.

1
𝐶𝑅 ∙ 𝐶𝑅 =
1

2
3

3
2

4
4

1
1

2
3

3
2

4
1
=
4
1

2
2

3
3

4
=𝐼
4

*You will have an opportunity to find the remaining inverses as in Exercises 1.
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The Rubik Slide is an Algebraic Group
An algebraic group is a set of elements paired with a binary operation that have the following
properties for all elements in the group.
4.

The set must be closed, which means that the result of pairing any two elements within the
set with the defined operation results in an element that exists within the same set.

Take any configuration and perform a transformation and the result is another configuration
that is a part of the set of possible configurations. We observed this when we originally
generated all of the configurations of this group.
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The Toy Version is the 𝐷4 Group
Now that we have observed that the Toy Version of the Rubik Slide is an algebraic group we can
identify which group it exactly is. The Toy Version is the dihedral group of order 8, written as 𝐷4 .
We will now focus on the structure of this group and how to navigate through the
configurations. Recall from an earlier slide that the configurations of the Toy Version are the 8
elements,

{𝐼, 𝑅, 𝐶, 𝐶𝑅, 𝐶 2 , 𝐶 2 𝑅, 𝐶 3 , 𝐶 3 𝑅}
These 8 elements of this group are generated by 𝑅 and 𝐶.
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Graphing the Toy Version
Utilizing graph theory terminology we can refer to each element of the group as a vertex and the
connections between each vertex is an edge. Edges represent the transformations that generate
our group, namely 𝑅, 𝐶.

{𝐼, 𝑅, 𝐶, 𝐶𝑅, 𝐶 2 , 𝐶 2 𝑅, 𝐶 3 , 𝐶 3 𝑅}
To draw this graph, we need to choose a starting element (choose the identity element 𝐼) and
then draw the vertices that are connected to it by the transformations 𝑅 and 𝐶. Do this for every
element you connect with until you exhaust all possible options. If we keep track of the direction
of the edges along with which transformation we used then what we have created is called a
Cayley Graph.
Note: This is a Cayley Graph specific to our group. For a detailed definition of a Cayley Graph see Appendix A.
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Cayley Graphs
Displayed are two possible Cayley graphs the first generated only by 𝑅 and 𝐶, the second graph
is generated by 𝑅, 𝐶, and 𝑈 = 𝐶 2 𝑅.
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Cayley Graphs
Displayed are two possible Cayley graphs the first generated only by 𝑅 and 𝐶, the second graph
is generated by 𝑅, 𝐶, and 𝑈 = 𝐶 2 𝑅.

8 vertices
12 edges
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8 vertices
16 edges
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Hamiltonian Cycle
Another interesting property we would like to search for is the existence of a Hamiltonian cycle,
which is a Hamiltonian path that ends at your initial starting point. A Hamiltonian path is a
sequence of transformations that walks you through every vertex exactly once.
A reason that a Hamiltonian cycle is of interest is because if we can identify this path then we
have found a sequence of transformations that allows us to travel through every possible
configuration.
Hamiltonian cycles can be difficult to find as your amount of vertices grows larger. In addition, it
is considered to be a challenging problem for even a computer to solve within a reasonable
amount of time.
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Hamiltonian Cycle

If you start at any configuration and proceed with the following sequence of transformations you
will travel through every vertex of the graph.
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Hamiltonian Cycle

If you start at any configuration and proceed with the following sequence of transformations you
will travel through every vertex of the graph.

𝐻 = {𝐶, 𝐶, 𝐶, 𝑅, 𝐶, 𝐶, 𝐶, 𝑅}
11/5/2015
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Hamiltonian Cycle

𝐻 = {𝐶, 𝐶, 𝐶, 𝑅, 𝐶, 𝐶, 𝐶, 𝑅}

We can confirm this using algebra and also by inspecting the Cayley graph.

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅 = 𝐶 3 𝑅𝐶 3 𝑅
= 𝐶 3𝑅 𝐶 3𝑅
=𝐼
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On God’s Number
The term God’s number represents the concept that if an omniscient being were to play a game,
it would be played by utilizing the least amount of transformations to reach any configuration
from some initial configuration.
In graph theory terminology, God’s number, is the least distance between any two vertices
within a graph, in which distance means the number of edges you travel between two vertices.
This is referred to as the distance of a graph.
By utilizing all transformations it is easy to inspect the Cayley graph of a small graph and
determine God’s number. The purpose of the Toy version, though, is to develop tools for larger
groups so we will observe multiple methods to discover this distance value of a graph.
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On God’s Number – Cayley Graph
Observe that from element 𝐼 you can reach
half of the set of elements.
With one more transformation the
remaining elements are all reachable.
The distance of the graph (i.e. God’s
number) is 2.
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On God’s Number – Strongly 4-Regular
Another way to observe God’s number is by using
two graph properties of the Toy version.
Graph Property 1
The Toy version is a strongly 4-regular graph
regular means that every vertex has the same
degree (adjacent vertices, 4)
strongly regular means
every two adjacent vertices share the same
number of common vertices (1)
every two non-adjacent vertices share the
same amount of common vertices (4).
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On God’s Number – Strongly 4-Regular
Another way to observe God’s number is by using two graph properties of the Toy version.
Graph Property 1
The Toy version is a strongly 4-regular graph
regular means that every vertex has the same
degree (adjacent vertices, 4)
strongly regular means
every two adjacent vertices share the same
number of common vertices (1)
every two non-adjacent vertices share the
same amount of common vertices (4).
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Graph Property 2
Every strongly regular graph that have
two non-adjacent vertices that share
at least 1 common vertex have a
distance of 2.
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On God’s Number – Bipartite Graph
We can also classify the Toy version as a bipartite
graph. A bipartite graph is a graph that consists of
two disjoint sets of vertices where each set
contains only non-adjacent vertices.
This is visually the easiest way to observe the
distance of this graph. Notice that you reach any
non-adjacent vertex by way of two simple
transformations to any adjacent vertex then to the
desired non-adjacent vertex.
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On God’s Number – Adjacency Matrix
(0,1)-adjacency matrices also provide a useful means to determining the distance of a graph
and this tool will be utilized heavily on the extended 4𝑥4 version of the Rubik Slide.
To build an adjacency matrix
1. Each row and column represent an element in the group.
2. The Toy version has 8 rows and 8 columns.
3. Every entry will receive either a 0 or 1
4. If the two elements do not share an edge (non-adjacent) then enter 0.
5. If the two elements share an edge (adjacent, neighbor) then enter 1.
6. The diagonal of the matrix (an element paired with itself) receives 0.
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On God’s Number – Adjacency Matrix
We can use the convenient bipartite graph to build our matrix, 𝐴.
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On God’s Number – Adjacency Matrix
We can use the convenient bipartite graph to build our adjacency matrix, 𝐴.
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On God’s Number – Adjacency Matrix
Interpret Data and Apply
1 represents a single walk (transformation)
along an edge
The diagonal of matrix 𝐴 contains all 0’s
0 − 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘 is the initial start of the game
before any transformations
0 − 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘 = 𝐴0
𝐴0 = 𝐼 the identity matrix, a matrix of all
0’s with 1’s along the diagonal
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On God’s Number – Adjacency Matrix
Interpret Data and Apply
1 represents a single walk (transformation)
along an edge
The diagonal of matrix 𝐴 contains all 0’s
0 − 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘 is the initial start of the game
before any transformations
0 − 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘 = 𝐴0
𝐴0 = 𝐼 the identity matrix, a matrix of all
0’s with 1’s along the diagonal
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Objective
Find the least amount of walks required to
connect to every vertex.
Occurs when no 0’s exist in the matrix.
The 𝑛 − 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘 is the degree of the
polynomial expression that represents that
walk.
The value of 𝑛 is the dimension of the
graph (i.e. God’s number.)
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On God’s Number – Adjacency Matrix
0 − 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘 = 𝐴0 = 𝐼
1 − 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘 = 𝐼 + 𝐴
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Objective
Find the least amount of walks required to
connect to every vertex.
Occurs when no 0’s exist in the matrix.
The 𝑛 − 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘 is the degree of the
polynomial expression that represents that
walk.
The value of 𝑛 is the dimension of the
graph (i.e. God’s number.)
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On God’s Number – Adjacency Matrix
0 − 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘 = 𝐴0 = 𝐼
1 − 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘 = 𝐼 + 𝐴
2 − 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘 = 𝐼 + 𝐴 + 𝐴2

11/5/2015

Objective
Find the least amount of walks required to
connect to every vertex.
Occurs when no 0’s exist in the matrix.
The 𝑛 − 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘 is the degree of the
polynomial expression that represents that
walk.
The value of 𝑛 is the dimension of the
graph (i.e. God’s number.)
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On God’s Number – Adjacency Matrix
0 − 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘 = 𝐴0 = 𝐼
1 − 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘 = 𝐼 + 𝐴
2 − 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘 = 𝐼 + 𝐴 + 𝐴2

𝟐 − 𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒌 = 𝑰 + 𝑨 + 𝑨𝟐

11/5/2015

Objective
Find the least amount of walks required to
connect to every vertex.
Occurs when no 0’s exist in the matrix.
The 𝑛 − 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘 is the degree of the
polynomial expression that represents that
walk.
The value of 𝑛 is the dimension of the
graph (i.e. God’s number.)

Results
2 − 𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑘 = 𝐼 + 𝐴 + 𝐴2 first occurrence of
when no 0’s exist in the matrix.
Dimension of graph is 2
56

Rubik’s Slide 4𝑥4 Easy Version
Theoretical game not currently manufactured.

Similar transformations to the Toy Version.
Right / Left
Up / Down
Easy
Clockwise 90° / Counterclockwise 90°
𝐶4 = 𝐼
Hard
Clockwise 30° / Counterclockwise 30°
𝐶 12 = 𝐼
Easy 3𝑥3 version uses one color

For richer analysis we will analyze 16 colors.
11/5/2015
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3 Pairs of Transformations
 Right shift / Left shift
 Up shift / Down shift

Initial Configuration

 90° Clockwise shift / Counterclockwise shift
Objective: Using transformations navigate from
initial configuration to final configuration.
Final Configuration

Notation: We will refer to these transformation as
𝑅, 𝑅−1 , 𝑈, 𝑈 −1 , 𝐶, 𝐶 −1
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Transformation – Right/Left
𝑹 − Right shift

𝑹−𝟏 = 𝑹𝟑
Left shift
Initial Configuration
Observe that both transformations are the same in the 2 × 2 toy version.
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Transformation – Up/Down
𝑼 − Up shift

𝑼−𝟏 = 𝑼𝟑
Down shift
Initial Configuration
Observe that both transformations are the same in the 2 × 2 toy version.
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Transformation – Clockwise/CC
𝑪 −Clockwise shift

𝑪−𝟏 = 𝑪𝟑
Counterclockwise shift
Initial Configuration
Observe that both transformations are the same in the 2 × 2 toy version.
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Example Game Play 1

Initial

11/5/2015

Final
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Example Game Play 1

𝑪

Initial

11/5/2015

Final
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Example Game Play 1

𝑪

Initial
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𝑼−𝟏

Final
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Example Game Play 1

𝑪
−𝟏

𝑹
Initial
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𝑼−𝟏
𝑼𝟑
Final
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Example Game Play 2

Initial
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Final
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Example Game Play 2

𝑪

Initial
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Final
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Example Game Play 2

𝑪

Initial
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𝑹

Final
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Example Game Play 2

𝑼

Initial
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𝑪

Final
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Permutation Notation / Cycle Notation
For quick reference and calculations, we will define our transformations as permutations.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
𝑅=
2 3 4 1 6 7 8 5 10 11 12 9 14 15 16 13

= 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 ← cycle notation

𝑹

Using cycle notation we can represent each transformation using our initial configuration as a
reference point.
11/5/2015
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Permutation Notation / Cycle Notation
For quick reference and calculations, we will define our transformations as permutations.
1
2
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
𝑈=
13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 6
7
8 9 10 11 12

= 1 13 9 5 (2 14 10 6)(3 15 11 7)(4 16 12 8) ← cycle notation

𝑼

Using cycle notation we can represent each transformation using our initial configuration as a
reference point.
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Permutation Notation / Cycle Notation
For quick reference and calculations, we will define our transformations as permutations.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
𝐶=
4 8 12 16 3 7 11 15 2 6 10 14 1
5
9 13

= 1 4 16 13 (2 8 15 9)(3 12 14 5)(6 7 11 10) ← cycle notation

𝑪

Using permutation notation we can represent each transformation using our initial
configuration as a reference point.
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Permutation Composition
𝐶𝑅 =

1 4 16 13 (2 8 15 9)(3 12 14 5)(6 7 11 10)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 =
2 5 4 13 3 9 6 8 16 14 7 12 15 10 = 𝐶𝑅

𝑪

𝑹

Note: Permutation composition usually occurs right to left but for the benefit of game
notation the operation will go left to right.
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Naming Configurations
There’s a very convenient way to name each of the 64 configurations in the 4𝑥4 easy version.
For each 𝐶 𝑖 where 𝑖 ∈ {0,1,2,3} we have 𝑅 𝑗 where 𝑗 ∈ {0,1,2,3} and 𝑈 𝑘 where 𝑘 ∈ {0,1,2,3}
Examples

𝑈3 = 𝐶 0 𝑅0 𝑈3
𝐶𝑅2 = 𝐶 1 𝑅2 𝑈 0
𝐼 = 𝐶 0 𝑅0 𝑈0
𝐶 2 𝑅𝑈 3 = 𝐶 2 𝑅1 𝑈 3
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The Rubik Slide is an Algebraic Group
An algebraic group is a set of elements paired with a binary operation that have the following
properties for all elements in the group.
1.

The set of elements must contain an identity element, which is our initial configuration.

𝐼 =()

Example
𝐼 ∙ 𝑅 = ( ) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 = 𝑅
𝑅 ∙ 𝐼 = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 ( ) = 𝑅
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The Rubik Slide is an Algebraic Group
An algebraic group is a set of elements paired with a binary operation that have the following
properties for all elements in the group.
2.

The operation on the elements must be associative.
Example:

𝐶 𝐶𝑅 = 1 4 16 13 2 8 15 9 3 12 14 5 6 7 11 10 2 5 4 13 3 9 6 8 16 14 7 12 15 10
= (1 13)(2 16)(3 15)(4 14)(5 9)(6 12)(7 11)(8 10)
𝐶𝐶 𝑅 = 1 16 2 15 3 14 4 13 5 12 6 11 7 10 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
= (1 13)(2 16)(3 15)(4 14)(5 9)(6 12)(7 11)(8 10)

∴ 𝐶 𝐶𝑅 = 𝐶𝐶 𝑅 = 𝐶 2 𝑅
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The Rubik Slide is an Algebraic Group
An algebraic group is a set of elements paired with a binary operation that have the following
properties for all elements in the group.
3.

Every element in the set must have an inverse in the set.
The inverse of 𝑅2 𝑈 is 𝑅2 𝑈 3 .

(𝑅2 𝑈) 𝑅2 𝑈 3 = (1 15 9 7)(2 16 10 8)(3 13 11 5)(4 14 12 6)(1 7 9 15)(2 8 10 16)(3 5 11 13)(4 6 12 14)
= 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 =
=𝐼
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The Rubik Slide is an Algebraic Group
An algebraic group is a set of elements paired with a binary operation that have the following
properties for all elements in the group.
3.

Every element in the set must have an inverse in the set.
The inverse of 𝐶 2 𝑅3 𝑈 3 is 𝐶 2 𝑅3 𝑈 3 .
(𝐶 2 𝑅3 𝑈 3 )(𝐶 2 𝑅3 𝑈 3 ) = (1 3)(5 15)(6 14)(7 13)(8 16)(9 11)(1 3)(5 15)(6 14)(7 13)(8 16)(9 11)
=()=𝐼

Notice that this element’s inverse is itself and that each cycle only contains two numbers. Any
elements with this same property will have itself as it’s inverse.
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The Rubik Slide is an Algebraic Group
An algebraic group is a set of elements paired with a binary operation that have the following
properties for all elements in the group.
4.

The set must be closed, which means that the result of pairing any two elements within the
set with the defined operation results in an element that exists within the same set.

Take any configuration and perform a transformation and the result is another configuration
that is a part of the set of possible configurations. We observed this when we originally
generated all of the configurations of this group.
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4𝑥4 easy version – Group ID
Using GAP software we find that the group generated by
< 𝐶, 𝑅, 𝑈 | 𝐶 4 = 𝑅4 = 𝑈 4 = 𝐼; 𝑅𝑈 = 𝑈𝑅; 𝐶𝑅𝑈 = 𝑈𝑅3 𝐶 >

is the semidirect products of the cyclic group 𝐶2 and the direct product of 𝐶4 and 𝐶2 , written as
(((𝐶4 × 𝐶2 ) × 𝐶2 ) × 𝐶2 ) × 𝐶2 )

GAP – Groups, Algorithms, Programming – a System for Computational Discrete Algebra
www.gap-system.org
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Cosets of subgroup 𝐻
We can learn about the structure of our group by breaking our set into cosets of 𝐻.
𝐻, 𝑐𝐻, 𝑐 2 𝐻, 𝑐 3 𝐻
where 𝐻 is the subgroup generated by
< 𝑅, 𝑈 | 𝑅4 = 𝑈 4 = 𝐼; 𝑅𝑈 = 𝑈𝑅 >
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Cosets of subgroup 𝐻
We can learn about the structure of our group by breaking our set into cosets of 𝐻.
𝐻, 𝑐𝐻, 𝑐 2 𝐻, 𝑐 3 𝐻
where 𝐻 is the subgroup generated by
< 𝑅, 𝑈 | 𝑅4 = 𝑈 4 = 𝐼; 𝑅𝑈 = 𝑈𝑅 >
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Cosets of subgroup 𝐻
We can learn about the structure of our group by breaking our set into cosets of 𝐻.
𝐻, 𝑐𝐻, 𝑐 2 𝐻, 𝑐 3 𝐻
where 𝐻 is the subgroup generated by
< 𝑅, 𝑈 | 𝑅4 = 𝑈 4 = 𝐼; 𝑅𝑈 = 𝑈𝑅 >
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Cosets of subgroup 𝐻
We can learn about the structure of our group by breaking our set into cosets of 𝐻.
𝐻, 𝑐𝐻, 𝑐 2 𝐻, 𝑐 3 𝐻
where 𝐻 is the subgroup generated by
< 𝑅, 𝑈 | 𝑅4 = 𝑈 4 = 𝐼; 𝑅𝑈 = 𝑈𝑅 >
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Cosets of subgroup 𝐻
We can learn about the structure of our group by breaking our set into cosets of 𝐻.
We can easily move from coset to coset by a shift
through the elements
I → 𝐶 → 𝐶2 → 𝐶3 → 𝐼
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Cosets of subgroup 𝐻
We can learn about the structure of our group by breaking our set into cosets of 𝐻.
We can easily move from coset to coset by a shift
through the elements
I → 𝐶 → 𝐶2 → 𝐶3 → 𝐼
Observe that 𝑈𝐶 ≠ 𝐶𝑈, which reminds us that this
group is non-abelian.
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Cosets of subgroup 𝐻
We can learn about the structure of our group by breaking our set into cosets of 𝐻.
We can easily move from coset to coset by a shift
through the elements
I → 𝐶 → 𝐶2 → 𝐶3 → 𝐼
Observe that 𝑈𝐶 ≠ 𝐶𝑈, which reminds us that this
group is non-abelian.
Each element has 3 forward moving edges
connecting to 3 different vertices (neighbors) with
64 elements in our group there are 192 edges.
See Appendix B for all 4 images together.
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Hamiltonian Cycle
The following word is a Hamiltonian Cycle,
𝐻 = 𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑅 4
1.

Start at 𝐼, travel to coset 𝑐𝐻 by way of 𝐶
transform.

2.

Apply 𝑅 transforms until all elements in that
row are passed through then shift up and
repeat. (ends at 𝐶𝑈 3 )
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Hamiltonian Cycle
The following word is a Hamiltonian Cycle,
𝐻 = 𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑅 4
1.

Start at 𝐼, travel to coset 𝑐𝐻 by way of 𝐶
transform.

2.

Apply 𝑅 transforms until all elements in that
row are passed through then shift up and
repeat. (ends at 𝐶𝑈 3 )

3. 𝐶𝑈 3 shares an edge with 𝐶 2 𝑅3 in the
𝑐 2 𝐻 coset by way of 𝐶 transform.

4.

Start at 𝐶 2 𝑅3 and travel through each
element and end with 𝐶 2 𝑅3 𝑈 3
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Hamiltonian Cycle
The following word is a Hamiltonian Cycle, 𝐻 =
𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑅 4
5.

𝐶 2 𝑅3 𝑈 3 shares an edge with 𝐶 3 𝑅3 𝑈 in the
𝑐 3 𝐻 coset by way of 𝐶 transform.

6.

Travel through each element in this coset and
end at 𝐶 3 𝑅3 .
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Hamiltonian Cycle
The following word is a Hamiltonian Cycle, 𝐻 =
𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑅 4
5.

𝐶 2 𝑅3 𝑈 3 shares an edge with 𝐶 3 𝑅3 𝑈 in the
𝑐 3 𝐻 coset by way of 𝐶 transform.

6.

Travel through each element in this coset and
end at 𝐶 3 𝑅3 .

7.

𝐶 3 𝑅3 shares an edge with 𝑈 in the subgroup
𝐻 by way of 𝐶 transform.

8.

Travel through each element in this subgroup
until you arrive at 𝐼.
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Hamiltonian Cycle
We can also confirm this using algebra..

𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑈𝑅𝑅𝑅

4

=

4
3
3
3
3
𝐶𝑅 𝑈𝑅 𝑈𝑅 𝑈𝑅

= 𝐶𝑅12 𝑈 3
= 𝐶𝑈 3 4
=𝐼
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On God’s Number
The term God’s number represents the concept that if an omniscient being were to play a game,

it would be played by utilizing the least amount of transformations to reach any configuration
from some initial configuration.
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On God’s Number – Graphs
Observe that from element 𝐼 the farthest
element within this subgroup is 𝑅2 𝑈 2 with a
distance of 4.
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On God’s Number – Graphs
Observe that from element 𝐼 the farthest
element within this subgroup is 𝑅2 𝑈 2 with a
distance of 4.
You can reach 𝑐𝐻 in one transformation.
𝑐 2 𝐻 in two transformations
𝑐 3 𝐻 in one transformation
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On God’s Number – Graphs
Observe that from element 𝐼 the farthest
element within this subgroup is 𝑅2 𝑈 2 with a
distance of 4.
You can reach 𝑐𝐻 in one transformation.
𝑐 2 𝐻 in two transformations
𝑐 3 𝐻 in one transformation
The total distance or God’s number of this
graph is 6.
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On God’s Number – Adjacency Matrix
(0,1)-adjacency matrices also provide a useful means to determining the distance of a graph.

To build an adjacency matrix
1. Each row and column represent an element in the group.
2. The 4x4 version has 64 rows and 64 columns.
3. Every entry will receive either a 0 or 1
4. If the two elements do not share an edge (non-adjacent) then enter 0.
5. If the two elements share an edge (adjacent, neighbor) then enter 1.
6. The diagonal of the matrix (an element paired with itself) receives 0.
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On God’s Number – Adjacency Matrix
Constructing your adjacency matrix by hand.
1.

Give each element in this group a numerical identification using a number between 1 – 64.

2.

Start with 𝐼 and calculate all 6 vertices it connects to and record this as your first row in the matrix by
placing 1’s wherever a connection between a vertex exists. Everything else receives 0’s

3.

Proceed to element 2 and repeat for all 64 elements.

Advice: Use
the subgroup and coset diagrams to assist you. The only thing missing from those diagrams are
−1
the 𝐶, 𝐶 transformations.
4.

Now enter your matrix into Matlab or Maple and have it calculate the following where 𝐴 is your
adjacency matrix:
1. 𝐼 + 𝐴
2. 𝐼 + 𝐴 + 𝐴2
3. Continue this process until you have a resulting matrix without any 0’s. The degree of that
polynomial is the distance of the graph, i.e. God’s number.
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Analyzing Subgames
Our analysis up until this point has been an assumption that we are utilizing a board playing with
16 different colors that needs to map to a final configuration of 16 colors. If we restrict our game
to a single color with less than 16 colored spaces we create a subgame of our larger game.
Subgames have less elements that the full group.

There are relationships between the subgames and the parent game.
The distance of the graph of a subgame is less than or equal to the distance of the parent
game.
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A Subgame (1,11)
Only 8 elements in this subgame.
A subgame is a subgroup.
This subgroup is 𝐷4 same as Toy Version.
Graph distance is 2.
Analyze the adjacency matrix to confirm
God’s number of 2.
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A Subgame (1,11)
Only 8 elements in this subgame.
A subgame is a subgroup.
This subgroup is 𝐷4 same as Toy Version.
Graph distance is 2.
Analyze the adjacency matrix to confirm
God’s number of 2.

Think about it
1. Why are there less elements than in
the original group?
2. Why do we not need the 𝐶
transformation?
3. How many elements are there if we
make this a 2-colored game?
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One Final Thought…
In this presentation we saw both the Toy Version and Easy Version of the Rubik’s Slide.
The Hard Version consists of 30° clockwise rotations where 𝐶 12 = 𝐼. This drastically changes the
number of elements in our group and the difficulty of analyzing this object.
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Exercises 1 – Toy Version
1.

Write 𝑅𝐶 2 in permutation notation.

2.

From our set of elements (the naming config we chose), which one is the same as 𝑅𝐶 2 ?

3.

Show that 𝐶𝑅 𝐶 2 = 𝐶(𝑅𝐶 2 ) by drawing out the numbered boards and transforming them.
(This will require 4 drawings for each side of the equals sign.)

4.

Show that 𝐶𝑅 𝐶 2 = 𝐶(𝑅𝐶 2 ) using permutation composition.

5.

Show that the Toy version group is not commutative (non-abelian) over composition. You can
show this by showing that 𝐶𝑅 ≠ 𝑅𝐶. What does this result mean in terms of our moves?

6.

Find the inverses of 𝐶 2 𝑅, 𝐶 3 , 𝐶 3 𝑅

7.

Try to find another Hamiltonian cycle using either Cayley graph presented.
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Exercises 1 – Toy Version
8.

Observe by way of Cayley graph that without the Up transformation the God’s number of the
Toy version is 3. Start with the Identity element and find the element that takes no less than
3 transformations to reach. Then repeat this process for the remaining 7 elements.

9.

If we remove the Up transformation the graph becomes a 3-regular graph is this graph
strongly regular? Why or why not?

10. With the previous exercise in mind, is it possible to contain every element of the graph into
only two disjoint sets of non-adjacent vertices?
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Exercises 2 – Easy Version
1.

Write 𝑅𝐶 2 and 𝐶 2 𝑅 in cycle notation.

2.

Is this group commutative? Why or why not?

3.

Show that 𝐶𝑅 𝐶 2 = 𝐶(𝑅𝐶 2 ) using permutation composition.

4.

Write 𝑅𝑈 2 and 𝑈 2 𝑅 in cycle notation.

5.

Write 𝐶𝑅2 𝑈 3 and 𝐶𝑈 3 𝑅2 in cycle notation.

6.

Choose 3 elements in subgroup 𝐻 and determine which element they connect to by way of a
𝐶 transformation.

7.

Certain groupings of elements in this group are commutative, can you describe when two
elements are commutative?

8.

Find all of the elements whose inverse is itself.
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Exercises 2 – Easy Version
9.

Confirm that 𝐶𝑈

3

=𝐼

[relevant to Hamilton cycle on slide 92]

10. Observe by way of Cayley graph that without the Up transformation the God’s number of the
Toy version is 3. Start with the Identity element and find the element that takes no less than
3 transformations to reach. Then repeat this process for the remaining 7 elements.

11. If we remove the Up transformation the graph becomes a 3-regular graph is this graph
strongly regular? Why or why not?
12. With the previous exercise in mind, is it possible to contain every element of the graph into
only two disjoint sets of non-adjacent vertices?
13. Create the adjacency matrix for the Easy version of the 4 × 4. Use Matlab or Maple to find
its God’s Number.
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Appendix A
Defintion: Cayley graph
Let 𝐺 be a group, and let 𝑆 ⊆ 𝐺 be a set of group elements such that the identity element 𝐼 ∉ 𝑆.
The Cayley graph associated with (𝐺, 𝑆) is then defined as the directed graph having one vertex
associated with each group element and directed edges (𝑔, ℎ) whenever 𝑔ℎ−1 ∈ 𝑆. They Cayley
graph may depend on the choice of a generating set, and is connected iff 𝑆 generates 𝐺 (i.e., the
set 𝑆 are group generators of 𝐺).
[Resource: http://www.wolframalpha.com/input/?i=cayley+graph]
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Appendix B
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Contact Information
email: jimmy.johnston@gmail.com
Presentation available at:
jimmyjohnston.org/research/rubikslide
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